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Abstract. This paper describes the object-oriented development of a
Computer-aided Learning Design System as a result of the project
carried out at the Technical University of Sofia, the R&D Laboratory
,,eLearning Technologies". The system assisls educators and other learn-
ing design professionals in their units of learning analysis and design
activities and deliver effective support, promoting the exchange and
interoperability of eLearning scenarios. The development methodology
includes the Rational Unified Process as a successful development strat-
egy; Unified Modeling Language for clarifying the requirements, architec-
tures and designs, Use Case Analysis to elicit, organize, and document
required system functionality; the concepts of fonuard software engi-
neering to build the high-qualrty system. The system is realized as an
integrated paft of the open slurce standard-based eLearning platform
ATutor.

Introduction

Providing the right knowledge and tools within the learning
design process for educators and trainers in our today's infor-
mation/knowledge society to educate students in an effective
and efficient manner have been heavily emphasized and recog-
nized within higher education. Although there exist several high
level authoring tools conformant to the IMS Learning Design
specif icat ion, that faci l i tate the learning design process, these
tools are not fully interoperable, it is too hard to make units of
learning with them as well as a lack of a library of complete,
well-founded, field tested examples has been identified.

Why is  learn ing design important  for  profess ional
educatiors? Learning design forces to the author-teacher think
about pedagogy, guides authors to reflect on learning activities,
tasks, assessments, interactions, ski l ls, and tools for better
achievement of learning objectives. Learning design supports
authors to model effective educational process, personalized
and f lexible learning as a respond to the chal lenges of the 21st
century skills: using information, managing resources, collabo-
rat ing, problem-solving, communicating, and l i felong learning.

This paper examines the object-oriented development
process of a Computer-aided Learning Design System (CALDS).
The fol lowing tasks have been accomplished:

o State-of-the-ar1 in learning design editors. 0n the basis
of the comparative analysis of the current open source rearning
design tools done, problem definition and CALDS requirements
have been set.

r Functional system specification was defined through
use case analysis and learning design domain moderwas bui l t
as a visual representation of conceptual classes.
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. The CALDS dynamic model has been created to present
the interactions among objects which is important for object's
interJace definition.

. An 0bject oriented seruer-based CALDS architecture has
been developed.

. The CALDS implementation model in an object-oriented
PHP programming language, HTML, CSS, JavaScript has been
made including a detailed design and construction of each CALDS
component, then integration of the code and user interface in the
eLearning platform ATutor.

. The testing has been performed in the following steps:
Unit testing tests, lntegration testing, Functional testing, System
testing, Acceptance testing.

. Software prototyping is applied to create a model of the
full-featured CALDS

State-of-the-art in Learning Design Editors

0pen source software makes important inroads into the
world of learning, education and training. There is emerging
support from open source SCORM virtual learning environments
as Moodle 1.5, ATutor 1.5, dotlearn, Clarol ine 1,4. Fle3, Sakai
2.0,  Col loquia 1.3.2. t1 ] - t4 ] .  Many current  pro jects  are running
with focus 0n open source Learning Design tools development.
The 1st generation of IMS Learning Design authoring tools as
REL0AD, CopperAuthor, Komposer, and alFanet LD Editor, pro-
vides form-based interJaces for the definition of educational
scenarios and/or units of learning by using the XML structure of
the specification as the main driver of the authoring process.
Their main advantage is providing direct control of the informa-
tion model elements while their disadvantages are as follows:
difficult to be used by less experienced designers and require
pre-processing (outside the tool) of the structure of the desired
scenario in order for a designer to be able to express it direcily
in XML notation. This first generation of IMS Learning Design-
aware tools supports only part of the design process and they
work in an isolated mode. Some tools explicitly address tech-
nically sawy users or present too complex pedagogies to expect
easy to use authoring tools. The 2nd Generation of IMS LD
Authoring Tools as MOT and LAMS, provides graphical-based,
drag-and-drop interfaces for the definition of educational sce-
narios and/or units of learning. The main advantage is supporting
the design process without requiring pre-existing knowledge of
the detai ls of the IMS Learning Design information model, while
their disadvantages are the following: they generate the IMS LD
manifest from a graphical representation of the learning flow but
not the other way around; these tools are not capable of carrying
out the transformation of the IMS manifest to the correspondinq
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graphical representation. These are used by educators interested
in working with the tools to learn more about the IMS LD speci-
fication rather than to use them in educational production pro-
cesses tsl-t8l

What do teachers-learning designers would get with IMS
Learning Design-aware system automating learning design pro-
cess and giving effective timely support?

o EveU other advantage that a standard notation brings:
reflection, communication, sharing, reuse, research, similarity stud-
ies, evaluation, etc.

o Integrate the large number of isolated existing stan-
dards (10M, CP, QTl, RCD, LlP, ..) to create executable and
interoperable units of leaming ('courses').

. Support automation of the workflow in the teaching/
learning process to decrease workload (especially of teachers).

. Should bring new more effective, efficient & attractive
learning models (active learning, problem based, ...).

r Basis for the next generation of e-learning systems:
increasing the 'richness' 0f different learning activities.

In order to respond to the identified needs, the proposed
solution was developing the IMS Learning Design-aware com-
puter aided system that assist educators and other learning
design professionals in their units of learning analysis and de-
sign activities and delivering effective supporl, promoting the
exchange and interoperability of elearning scenarios.

Development Methodology

The latest software design and development methodolo-
gies are fundamentally changed in order to minimize the risk of
fai lure and to del iver successful solut ions faster tgl-1111. The
Rational unified Process (RUP) with its four phases: rnception,
Elaboration, Construction, and Transition is used as the main
development strategy, because it relies on the iterative and
incremental process model for implementing object-oriented
analysis, designing, and programming concepts and construct-
ing a complex software system that is realized as agile sub-
systems. The functional requirements, logical structure and
behavior of the system are visualized through rigorous, traceable
and maintainable models by using Unified Modeling Language
(uML) [12] .

The Computer-Aided Software Engineering Tool Enterprise
Architect is used for automating the processes of forward engi-
neering. lt covers all aspects of the development cycle, providing
full traceability from the initial design phase through to the
deployment and maintenance. lt also provides support for the
testing, maintenance and change control.

Use Case Analysis

The Use Case analysis is used in the early stages of the
objecforiented development project as the most efficient method
for the CALDS requirements capturing [13]. The system function-
ality is presented from a user's perspective creating uML use
case Model (figure /). Also, the use case analysis helps to lay
out the actors or users and their role in running the system. The
main actors that interact with the OALDS are as follows: Engi-

neer/Learning Designer, Engineer/Educator, Administrator and
Learner - human actors and non-human actors - elearning
system ATutor, UML Tool and verification tool REL0AD. During
interaction an actor generates events: Create Unit of Learning,
Get Support, Verify Unit of Learning, Start Unit of Learning, Store
and lnstallto a system, usually requesting some operation in
resp0nse.

Figure 1. CALDS Use Case Diagram
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Figure 2. Use Case Diagram of the

Automating subSystem

The CALDS is a large and complex environment that pur-
sues two main goals: to automate the learning design process
and to perform effective support to the Learning Designer. For
this reason it is constructed from two coherent subSystems:
Automating and Supporting.

ln the Automating subsystemthe learning designer chooses
from a library a pedagogic scenario template presented as
incomplete structures, designed to simplify the construction of
activity sequences; designs the unit of learning using editor to
create new learning designs; analyses scenario through UML
Tool; documents teaching strategies in different formats: rff, xml,
php; manages the unit of learning through the design manager;
verifies the unit of learning using constraint editor for checking
whether a design or a template is a valid xml schem e (figure
2). The educator starts the unit of learning to preview a design
in Run Time Environment (RTE).

Performance support subsystem provides end-to-end sup-
poft of design processes from idea formation through to a
complete unit of Learning (UoL), incorporating communications,
assessment, simulations, multimedia content and other parts of
an elearning experience (figure 3). The performance support
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subSystem is the primary delivery mechanism that provides

assistance to the learning designer through S6me components
using Web 2.0 technologies as Wiki lDGlossary, Blogs, and
Search engine. The first component in gaining proficiency is
training through best practice examination, performing learning
activities in Automating subsystem and passing the tests. The

second compgnent is support with structured information and
instructions. The third component of proficiency is experience
that is gained over time when a user is faced with various
situations that may occur during the unit of learning's design.

Figure 3. Use Case Diagram of the Suppoding
subSystem

From the Learning Designer view point the main activity is
the unit of learning creation and this is the reason to examine
it in details below. The Use Case diagram in Figure 4 presents
the conceptual strategy for building the unit of learning through
library pedagogic scenario or designing new scenario, analysis
of this scenario at each step using UML tool, adding SCORM
content and seruices to design and document scenario.

The diagram presented on figure 5 is used for better
illustration of the design phase. lt consists of two main steps:
firstly setting up the components (the unit of learning general
information description, role definition, activity description, con-
struction of activity structures, definition of environments), then
orchestrate their interplay that means method creation.

Object-oriented Analysis and Design

The Object-oriented Analysis and Design (00AD) are ap-

plied to the CALDS in multiple iterations; the first iteration is for
some core functions. Further iterations expand the functionality
of the system [14].
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Figure 5. Unit of Learning design

According to 0bject-oriented Analysis (00A) some domain
models are created: CALSD domain model, Automating subSystem
domain model, Support ing subSystem domain model and LD
Editor Domain Model. Through the time of Object-oriented Design
(00D) the dynamic behavior of the system is bui l t  and in this
paper only the LD Editor sequencing diagram is shown.

Domain Model Definit ion

The first domain model il lustrates the conceptual classes
in a CALDS domain (figure 6); it is the most important artifact
to create during 00A. The result is il lustrated in a set of dia-
grams that show the domain concepts or objects. The model
illustrates the notewofthy concepts Learning Designer, Automat-
ing subSystem, Supporting subSystem, PreviewRTE, UoLLibrary,
UoL, UMLTool, TestTool (RELOAD), Role, and elearningsystem
ATutor with their associations.
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Figure 4. Use Case diagram of Unit of Learning
building
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Figure 7. Automating subSystem Domain Model

The visual representation of the Automating subSystem's
conceptual classes is presented in figure 7 and consists of
E n g i neer/Leamin g Designer, CALD S, Auto matin gs ubSystem, Previe-
wRTE, LibraryPedagogicScenario, LDEditor, Uol'sManager, UoL,
UMLTool, PHPPage, XMLfile(lMSlDzipfile), Document(RTFfile),
TestTool (REL0AD), Role, XMLfilelibrary, Documentlibrary, and
e Le arn i n g s yste mATutor.

The identification of conceptual classes in the Supporting
subSystem domain is presented in figure 8 and includes the
f ollowin g concepts : E ngineer/Learn in g Designer, LDTrai n i n gArea,
UMLTutorial, WikiLDGlossary, SearchEngine, SiteMap, Blog,
InformationPage, TrainingModule, VirtualLDLibrary, Automatin-
gsubSystem, and elearningSystemATutor.

The LD Editor Domain Model is examined in detail as the
most impoftant part in the unit of learning creation process
(figure 9). The LD Editor is comprised of two parts: a Processor
that generates a UoL on the basis of Learning Designer interac-
tions and a DocumentingPostProcessor that generates different
document formats of the UoL: an RTF file with full documentation
of the lesson plans, a reusable IMS LD Content Package with an
instructional content, resources for a given learning activity and
the description of how those resources may be organized for the
best instructional effect compiled and stored in the imsmani-
fest.xml file, a PHP page with a full UoL taxonomy and a possi-
bility to add SC0RM content to activities and environments and
URL addresses to ATutor communication services.

The generated UoL is composed of some objects: General
Information, Role, Activity, Activity Structure, Environment, and
Method. LearningDesigner designs UoL through the LD Editor
and by using the Library with pedagogic scenarios and at the
same time he analyses concrete educational problems con-
structing UML diagrams.

Interaction Diagrams Definition

00D is concerned with defining software objects and their
collaborations. A common notation to il lustrate these collabora-
tions is the interaction diagram. lt shows the flow of messages
between software objects, and thus the invocation of methods.
The LD Editor Domain Model sequencing diagram is presented
in figure | 0.

In the process of UoL creation the Learning Designer
begins by describing the general information, the common and
specific Learning Objectives and Prerequisites to start the UoL,
specifies the two kinds of roles to be pedormed by people:
learner or staff, sets engaging, motivating and technologically
rich activities, prepares the sequential order and the timing of
the various activities by organizing activity-structures, defines
environments as consisting of two basic types: Learning 0bjects
which would typically be a URL to extemal content, tools or tests
with optional metadata and seruices provided within the ATutor
elearning system that is available at runtime.

Then the Learning Designer adds actual content to the UoL
design on the PHP page and is able to initiate the generation of
an RTF document orland an IMS LD zip file that would be useful
to record and store learning designs to evaluate, share and
reuse in the future.

lmplementation

The CALDS implementation model is made in an object-
oriented programming language and contains the artifacts such
as source code, database definitions, interface definitions, PHP/
XML/HTML pages with dialogs and controls which form part of
the proposed system, and architecture. Detailed designs and
constructions of each CALDS component (user interface and
programmes) have been done, then the integration of the code
and user interface in the elearning platform ATutor. The imple-
mentation is largely dependent on the architectural choices
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middleware and on the used web e-learning environment. In
Figure 11 the built CALDS technical architecture is presented.

To gather information about the CALDS with respect to the
elearning context in which it is intended to operate a technical
examination in the form of Software Testing is performed. This
process is used to help with the identification of the conectness
completeness security, and quality of the developed CALDS. By
means of alpha testing the system is simulated by potential
users and an independent test team at the developers' site test.

In this project the Learning Design Tool REL0AD is used for
testing the CALDS output product standard format - to check the
integrity of the UoL and parse the resources for dependent files.
Software prototyping is applied to create a model of the full-
featured CALDS, which is used to let the users have an initial
idea of the ultimate product and also to evaluate the system.

In order to illustrate CALDS functionality several examptes
are presented in figure 12.
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Gonclusion
In this paper an object-oriented development of a Com-

puter-Aided Learning Design System is presented according to
the Software Engineering Process of Rational that ensures the
production of high-quality software, meets the needs of end-
users, within a predictable schedule and budget. The function-
ality of the new system is shown through created Use Case
Diagrams. The Learning Design Domain Model is built as a
visual representation of conceptual classes. The dynamics in the
LD Editor is documented in a sequence diagram that shows the
flow of messages from one object to another. The technical
architecture of CALDS is designed and realized. The testing of
the UoL standard format is pefformed using the verification tool
RELOAD. CALDS evaluation is made on the basis of prototype
models.
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Figure 12. CALDS Prototype
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